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PREFACE
•

The fourth edition of The Radio Manual, like
previous editions} is designed to serve as a textbook
and reference for those entering the profession of
electronics and telecommunications. In addition, it
is designed to meet the needs of the engineer and
operator already engaged in the profession as they
encounter the many systems of communication employed in various stations and services. Moreover,
the text provides a comprehensive reference for colleges, schools, and public libraries, as well as for
students preparing for radio operator license examinations.
The chapters covering electrical and radio theory
have been thoroughly revised and new material in
keeping with the progress made in the art and industry has been added.
As in former editions, the policy of furnishing
technical data covering representative commercial
radio equipment directly from the instruction books
and other literature of the manufacturer has been
retained in this edition. An attempt has been
made to include descriptions of the equipment of
as many different manufacturers as possible. As an
example, Chapter 11 describes a considerable number of different commercial FM transmitting equipments, all of which meet the Federal Communications Commission Standards of Good Engineering
Practice, but accomplish FM transmission in a
different manner.
Because of space limitations, it obviously has not
been possible to describe the equipments of all
manufacturers. However, it should not be assumed
that the equipments chosen for description are
superior to similar equipments produced by other
manufacturers, nor should it be assumed that their
selection for description in this text constitutes
preference on the part of the Federal Communications Commission with which agency one author is
associated. The decisions as to the types of apparatus to be described are solely those of the
authors.

The authors and publisher have been confronted
with the usual problems that are encountered in
composing the text of a book which is associated
with a dynamic art and industry that is progressing
as rapidly as that of telecommunications and electronics. The television chapter is a good example.
After this chapter had been completed by Dr. Goldsmith, the color issue became dominant and, consequently, a major revision of this chapter was
undertaken in order to include brief descriptions of
the three systems of color television that are currently under consideration.
Experience has shown that when the page proof
of a book has been completed, the author is always
tempted to change the original material, or add new
material, to describe the very latest developments.
in the subject under discussion. Authors of technical books are always vulnerable in this respect
and we are no exception. As in all things, however,
there must be a degree of finality and we offer this.
edition with the hope that errors and omissions will
be brought to our attention.
In order to enhance the value of the text, new
chapters on Radio Wave Propogation and Antennas
have been added. There has also been added a
chapter covering Radar and Loran as applied to
marine navigation. As in former editions, the text
concludes with the latest rules and regulations, laws
and treaties as they pertain to' the daily tasks of
radio engineers and operators. This material should
prove useful to students preparing to take examinations for the various classes of radio operators
licenses.
Sincere appreciation is expressed to the many
manufacturers and individuals who contributed to,
this edition of The Radio Manual and particularly
to Dr. Thomas Goldsmith for his planning and
labors "inproducing the chapter on television. Appreciation is also expressed to Robert S. Kruse and
William R. Foley for the preparation of materia]
in chapters 4, S, and 6 which has been carried overinto this edition from the third edition.
G. E. S.
R. B. M.
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the nature of the load is well known, and ample
power for feeding it is readily provided.
The following pages consider the final-stage output device which feeds the antenna.
Considerable
discussion
is justified by the importance
of this
particular
coupling which is called upon to make
proper use of the relatively large power produced by
the final-stage tubes, by which is meant a suitable
suppression
of harmonics
and a transfer
of the
major portion of the output to a load which is never
exactly predictable-the
antenna.
These requirements result in a coupling device between the final
tabes and the antenna which has larger adjustment
:an.ge than is necessary in the intertube couplings;
frequently the adj ustments are more numerous as
ell.
5--8a. The Lie Ratio of the Plate Tank Circuit
-Before
going to the unavoidable
mathematical
treatment of the tuned plate circuit in the follow.!l:g pages,
it is useful to consider the effect of
changing the relative proportions
of the coil and
capacitance.
It is, of course, possible to tune to the same fret;nency with a large coil and small condenser, or a
small coil and large condenser.
At the same time it
seems that there must be an optimum combination.
This is true, but the same combination is not best
~ receiving and for transmitting,
since the require=ems are different.
In the case of the receiver we are usually workr::g with small voltages;
even at the last stage
;: the i-f amplifier 10 volts make a large signal.
Thus the problem is to get all possible amplification
consistent with the limitations
of selectivity
and
::lOise. Accordingly
the interstage transformers
are
proportioned to secure high voltage gain.
Thus, in
a tunable r-f stage working
(for the moment)
at
1000 kc a voltage gain -of 100 times or more is
expected, even though the necessity of tuning over
considerable
range compels the use of a variable
:uning condenser whose capacitance
is higher than
=ould be chosen for a fixed 1000-kc amplifier.
Thus the idea here is to use as small a condenser
and as large a coil as is reasonably convenient.
In
me fixed-frequency
i-f amplifier of superheterodynes
this idea is carried
quite far, with high gains
resulting,
In the case of the transmitter the r-f stages are
-vorking under Class B and Class C conditions.
In
general, the voltage gain of Class Band
C stages
is smaller than for Class A stages, whereas the
grid-input power and the plate-current
distortion are
larger.
Thus the interstage device has a different
task than in Class A r-f amplifiers.
An actual load
is being fed and there is need of correcting the plate
current distortion of the driving tube. Consideration of the effects in detail are discussed later in
this chapter, but for the moment it is helpful to consider qualitatively
the consequence of changing the
proportions of Land C in such Class C and Class B
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r-f work.
Recalling
from earlier paragraphs
the
intermittent
(pulsating)
character of the plate current of a single-sided
Class B stage, and the deformed current wave of the Class C stage (even
when used in push-pull),
it is clear that one task
of the tank circuit is to convert such deformed current waves into sine waves, in particular to reduce
their harmonic content.
This can best be done by a
tank circuit with a large C and small L, the opposite
of the receiver requirement.
Several explanations
can be offered, one of the simplest being that a large
C and small L offer low impedance at nonresonant
frequencies
and therefore
greatly reduce the harmonics.
At resonance the impedance is practically
as high as it would be with a larger coil and smaller
condenser.
This is a sketchy presentation
and to
be regarded as merely preliminary to the more exact
treatment following.
5-8b. "High
Efficiency"
Tuned Plate Circuits
for Class C Stages-Considerable
discussion
is
heard from time to time about tank circuits capable
of producing
very high plate-circuit
efficiency.
Such tank circuits use very high inductance
and
very small capacitance and therefore present to the
tube a high-impedance
load at both the operating
frequency and the harmonic frequencies.
In consequence the amplification
at the harmonics
is increased and the wave form distorted.
The output
power is lowered, but the input requirements
decrease even more-in
other words, the plate efficiency increases.
If the plate voltage, grid bias, and
grid excitation
are then increased until the plate
dissipation
is once more normal, it will be found
that the output power is materially
above normal.
The disadvantages
of this type of operation are the
exceptional d-e voltages required, the probable need
of an added driver stage to supply the high excitation, the high r-f voltages in the tank circuit, and the
inability of such high L tank circuits to correct the
distortion-in
fact this inability is the basis of the
high efficiency.
Additional circuits must therefore
be provided to suppress harmonics.
Such a highefficiency stage is ordinarily
not suited to modulation.
The very high plate-current
peaks are injurious to the filaments of some tube types.
In
general,
efficiencies in the 75-85 percent region
should be attempted only after discussion with the
tube manufacturer
and thorough consideration
of all
factors.
This type of operation is not considered in
the following paragraphs.
5-8c. Theory of Tank Circuit Operation-Harmonics are removed from the output of a Class B
or C r-f amplifier by the tank circuit in much the
same manner that a mechanical
flywheel smooths
the rotation of a shaft.
During that portion of the
cycle that the tube is delivering more power than the
load is taking, the spare power is stored in the tank
circuit; during other portions of the cycle the tube
is not delivering
as much power as the load is
taking, hence the tank circuit is giving up its stored
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energy. Except for this action of the tank circuit,
the load (which is the input of the following amplifier or the antenna, as the case may be) would receive all of the harmonics present in the tube's output. Thus, the effect of the tank circuit may be
stated in terms of the reduction of harmonics originally present.
The harmonics present in a tube's output current
are not definite or predictable. In a single-sided
Class B r-f amplifier the output consists of plate
current pulses having the shape of the positive
halves of a sine-wave cyc1e-during low modulation.
For this shape the harmonic components are found
easily enough. In Class C amplifiers the plate current wave form is complex and the proportions vary
with changes of excitation and loading. It is good
engineering practice to consider the worst condition
normally encountered. In normal amplifiers the
second harmonic (double frequency) current does
not exceed 70 percent of the fundamental and the
third harmonic (triple frequency) current does not
exceed 30 percent. Higher harmonics, as a rule,
need not be considered because a design which will
reduce both the second and third harmonics will
reduce the higher ones to an even greater degree.
Ie
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

,

I
I

'1o

Eo

rent. When this adjustment has been made, the
following conditions will be found to exist:
1. The a-c plate current is in phase with the a-c
plate voltage, that is, they pass through zero
at the same instant.
2. The a-c current through the tank coil lags almost
90 degrees, that is, it is almost 74 cycle late
as compared to the a-c plate current and
voltage.
3. The a-c current through the tank condenser leads
almost 90°, that is, it is about 74 cycle ahead
as compared to the a-c plate current and
voltage.
4. From 2 and 3 it follows that the condenser current and coil current differ by 180°, that is,
they are lf2 cycle apart as to time (phase).
At the instant the current through the coil is
maximum downward, it is maximum upward
through the condenser-in
other words, the
current circulates around this closed tuned
circuit, while at the same instant the a-c plate
current flows through both coil and condenser
in the same direction. Thus the condenser
and coil current are not precisely the same.
though nearly so because the circulating current is the larger.
5. There is presented to the tube a load which for
the resonance frequency onb), is a pure resistance much higher (in ohms) than the actual
load R.
The value of the transformed resistance depend:
upon the tank reactances and is approximately given
by:

ERtt~======~ET~~ (1)

Load in ohms presented to tube
actual load in ohm>

IT

FIG. 5-48. Simple tank circuit. Values shown are: Eo,
970 volts; To, 0.829 amp; Ie, 10.55 amp; Et, 968 volts;
Er, 75.1 volts; Xc, 92 ohms; Xt, 91.8 ohms; R, 7.19 ohms.

The simplest type of tuned tank circuit is shown
in Figure 5-48. In this circuit the load has been
shown as a simple resistance in series with the coil.
This is the simplest case. An antenna could have
been shown as the load, but this would introduce
complications that can be better shown separately.
The tuning adjustments have also been omitted,
though it is to be understood that the circuit has
been tuned to resonance with the frequency which
is being supplied to the system by means of the
tube's grid. The resonant adjustment is found in
the usual way by tuning for the minimum plate cur-

where the actual load is R in the diagram (and is S('
located), while XL is the inductive reactance of the
tank coil at the working frequency. (It is not fel;
that the derivation of the equation is of present interest. It is correct where the coil reactance is
materially larger' than R.)
Thus by choosing a suitable coil the value of P.
may be transformed in a manner suitable to the tube
to be used.
Example: What tank constants are necessary t
convert an actual 7.19-ohm load into 1170 ohms a:
seen by the tube?
Putting the known facts into the equation, '1\
have:
1170=

XL2

7.19 '

XL2 = (1170)(7.19)
XL = 91.8 ohms

And since the circuit is resonant, Xc = XL'
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It then remains to calculate the inductance which
has a reactance of 91.8 ohms at the working frequency to provide such an inductance and to place
across it a condenser capable of tuning it to resonance. Sometimes it is more practical to calculate
the capacitance which, at the working frequency,
offers the necessary reactance, the same number of
ohms just found for the coil. Then capacitance
may be set at that value and a coil picked by trial
to secure resonance at the desired frequency. The
coil is then of the correct size but, when connected
into a transmitter, the tuning capacitance will be
slightly smaller than calculated because it is shunted
by various circuit and wiring capacitances.
5-8d. Reduction of Harmonics by the Tank
Circuit-Assume
that the output of the tube contains the largest harmonic distortion considered
above, that is, a 70 percent second harmonic and
30 percent third harmonic. The tube's a-c output
current is 0.829 amp, and the tank condenser reactance is once more assumed to be 92 ohms at the
fundamental frequency, the load being 7.19 ohms
as before.
From equation (1) the tube's load at the working
frequency was found to be 1170 ohms. The voltage
across this is 1170 ohms X 0.829 amp = 970 volts.
The tube's load at the second harmonic is much
lower than at the fundamental, since resonance is
far removed. However, resonance is not so far
removed as to disappear altogether; hence instead
of assuming that the load at second and third harmonics is 0.5 and 0.33 of the fundamental Xo, it is
necessary to assume values near 0.66 and 0.37.
Thus at the second harmonic the load may be (0.66)
91.8 ohms)
61 ohms, and since the second harmonic current is assumed to be 70 percent of the
iundamental current, the voltage across the tank is:

=

0.7 (0.829)
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amp X 61 ohms = 35.4 volts

values of the harmonic currents found when using
the factors 0.7 and 0.3 as suggested are the largest
which need be apprehended in normal Class C
stages. The "high efficiency" condition of Section
5-8b is excepted.
10"
10"

I--_Eo"
iT"
R

FIG. 5-49. Simple tank circuit at second harmonic.
Values shown are: Eo, 35.5 volts; Io, 0.579 amp; It, 0.193
amp; Ie, 0.772 amp; Et, 35.4 volts; Er, 1.39 volts; %Xc,
46 ohms; 2Xt, 183.6 ohms; R, 7.19 ohms.

5-8e. Significance of the Tank "K"-The
equations of the last few sections may be rewritten in
another form on the basis of the circulating tank
current. The advantage of this rewriting is that
the tank current is easily measured as are tile load
current and resistance; hence the harmonic reductions are more easily approximated on that basis.
Figures 5-48 and 5-49 do not apply well here since
they show the load resistance directly in the tank
circuit so that the load current and circulating current are necessarily tile same. However in a case
like that of Figure 5-50 it is possible to measure
the tank current and the antenna current independently, also to measure the antenna's resistance by
the usual means.

But 35.4 volts is not 70 percent of 970-it is only
.::.74 percent. Thus the second harmonic voltage
:.as been much reduced as compared to the comporent of second harmonic current which was present
... the plate current. Moreover this is the voltage
JOSS the tank circuit, only a portion of which ar+ves at the load, the rest being expended upon the
J.::rluctivereactance of the coil, the final effect being

LOAD

COIL

OR

SERIES
CONDENSER
AS REQUIRED.

;nt:

:..oad current for a harmonic
~d current at fundamental

k
(n2

-

l)(XdR)

ere k is 0.7 for the second harmonic, or 0.3 for
e third harmonic, n is the number of the harmonic
dlat is either 2 or 3), XL is again the reactance of
tank coil at the working frequency, and R is
more the actual load ohms connected into tile
:r-cuit in the manner of Figures 5-48 and 5-49
:.;,ereas"load current for a harmonic" means the
-monic current through the actual load R. The

-

FIG. 5-50.

Inductive coupling.

The antenna power is /a,2Ra, where /a, and Ra, are
the antenna's current and resistance (measured at
the same point). This, tIlen, is the power delivered
by the transmitter, that is, the power taken from the
tank circuit. The current circulating in the tank
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circuit is already measured and the voltage across
it may be found either by measurement
(with an
rms device) or by calculation
(tank current times
the reactance
of the coil).
Then the circulating
volt-amperes
value of the tank circuit is the simple
product of the tank current and tank voltage.
This
circulating
volt-ampere
product will be found to
increase as the condenser is made larger and the
coil made smaller, resonance being maintained.
If
this is stated mathematically,
we have:

VA/W

=

(Edt)/(Ia2R.)

where V A is the circulating
volt-amperes
of the
tank circuit, W is the output in watts, and the subscripts t and a indicate tank and antenna respectively, with E, I, and R having the usual meanings.
The ratio of VAjW is sometimes called the K
of the tank circuit, though clearly not a property
of the tank alone, but of the tank and load. Using
this K, the equations already given become:
Ohms presented

to tube

MANUAL
the ratio of harmonic
suppression
since the only
adj ustment (except resonance tuning)
was an outright change in the Lie ratio.
A degree of independence can be attained by using the tank coil as
an autotransformer
by connecting
the load across
some turns of the coil as in Figure 5-51 (rather
than in series therewith).
All the advantages, however, of such a circuit, and others as well, are possible by using the familiar circuit of Figure 5-50.
This circuit permits changes of coupling to be made
by mere mechanical
movement of the coil at the
antenna base, or by removing turns from this coil
and restoring the antenna to resonance by adjustment of the loading devices shown at its upper part.
In either case there is, of course, a reaction upon
the tuned tank circuit, requiring
retuning at that
point.
Figure 5-51 is equivalent to Figure 5-50 if
the coil X.U of Figure 5-51 is thought of as the

T]J

+ 1)

= (R)(K2

where R is the actual load and K is (as just explained)
the ratio of the tank's circulating
voltamperes to the output watts," and:
current
current

K(n2

-

1)

where k is as before 0.7 for the second harmonic
and 0.3 for the third, n is the number of the harmonic (either 2 or 3) and K is the "tank K" as
explained above.
The currents are those through
the inductive leg of the tank.

AT HARMONICS.

I.

Pi Network
FIG. 5-52.

mutual inductance

I. LOAD COIL OR
I SERIES CONDENSER

t

AS

REQUIRED

Eoa(VI;

+ I~)x ..

Direct antenna coupling.

5-8f. Practical
Antenna
the simple tank circuits of
it was not possible to change
transformation"
without at

OR

SERiES
CONDENSE'
AS REQUIRED.

k

for a harmonic
at the fundamental

FIG. 5-51.

LOAD COil

~A

t

Coupling
Circuits-In
Figures 5-48 and 5-49
the ratio of "resistance
the same time changing

1) If the tank losses can be neglected, it is sometimes more
convenient to consider the output watts at the tube, the
tube's nus alternating
plate current being also easily
measured.

IS VERY

WHE

SMALL

ECOH=-Fr ITf'XcO

Capacitive coupling to antenna.

of Figure 5-50. It is convenient
to consider the circuit in this way in comparing its
performance
with that of the capacitive coupling
system shown in Figure 5-52, formerly in quite extensive commercial
use in the simple form here
given, though now generally superseded in the same
service by systems employing transmission
lines.
In the capacitive coupling system (Figure 5-52)
the circuit element common to the antenna and the
tank circuit is. the coupling condenser's
reactance
XCQ'
The coupling can be varied by varying this
capacitance which is always larger than the tuning
condenser
in series with it. At low and medium
frequencies the coupling capacitance required is large
and mica rather than air condensers
are usually
used.
Since the voltage which feeds the antenna is
developed
by the passage
of the tank current
through the coupling condenser, and since this reactance is smaller for the harmonic frequencies, i
follows that harmonic reduction is effected by thi
coupling.
On the contrary,
in the inductive coupling system of Figure 5-50, the antenna voltage i
developed across an inductive reactance, and sucl
reactances rise with increasing frequency, hence the
tendency is to transfer
them with an effectivenes-

.:::creasing wi th
:onic reducing
-angment is n2
'bere n is the
-:apacitive coupled
-econd harmonic
ior the third
5-8g. Effect o!
Radiation-It
is

Jective
in
-eaches the
'::Ore than ;0
zat the harmonic
.itter be made
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increasing with frequency. Therefore, the harmonic reducing effect of the capacitive coupled arrangment is n2 as compared with inductive coupling,
where n is the harmonic number. Therefore, the
capacitive coupled circuit is 4 times as effective for
second harmonic reduction and 9 times as effective
for the third harmonic.
5-8g. Effect of the Antenna upon Harmonic
Radiation-It
is possible for the antenna to effect
some harmonic reduction but it is exceedingly unsafe to rely upon this effect to any great extent. A
grounded vertical antenna til wave length high,
loaded at the base with inductance so that its electrical wave length becomes ~ wave length in the
usual Marconi manner, may be expected to effect
reduction of the second harmonic but will be quite
effective in radiating any third harmonic power that
reaches the antenna. Whenever the antenna is
more than til wave length long, it is recommended
that the harmonic reduction effected in the transmitter be made very large.

ELECTROSTATIC

SHIELD

\

I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

I
L

FIG. 5-53. Push-pull
tenna with electrostatic
harmonics.

circuit inductively coupled to anshield to suppress radiation of

5--8h. Harmonic
Cancellation
of Push-pull
Amplifiers-When
tubes are connected in pushpull; even harmonics do not appear at the output
because they flow in opposite directions through the
two sections of the tank inductance, causing their
magnetic fields to oppose. If the load circuit is
coupled equally to each half, there will be no even
harmonic voltage set up in the load circuit. In this
case the harmonic reduction should be based upon
the third harmonic. For a given limit of harmonic
output, this will require less K of the tank since the
third harmonic is reduced more easily than the second. This reduces the tank currents, permits less
expensive components to be used, and reduces the
losses in the tank circuit. A suitable push-pull
circuit is shown in Figure 5-53. Note that the tank
condenser is divided, the center tap being connected
back to the cathode circuit. This is necessary to
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provide a low-impedance return path for the harmonic components of the tube output currents. If
such a path is not provided, considerable harmonic
voltages may appear between the tank circuit and
ground.

Co= DISTRI
CAPACITANCE

X

TANK

co

BUTEO

BETWEEN

COIL AND ANTENNA
COUPLING
COIL

FIG. 5-54. Stray capacitance between tank and antenna
circuit provides low impedance path for harmonics.
See
text.

Many operators have been surprised to find a
strong second harmonic being radiated from their
push-pull amplifier. Although the two halves of the
tank inductance will cancel even harmonics, the
stray capacitance between tank and antenna circuit
provides an easy path for the harmonic currents to
pass into the antenna. As far as this capacitive
transfer is concerned, the two tubes are in parallel
and feed the antenna as shown in Figure 5-54_
This is a form of direct coupling, and unless the
reactance Xoo is very small, the coupling is fairly
tight. In fact, at high frequencies it is practically
impossible to make X.o small, because a wire only a
few feet long has appreciable reactance. For example, at 7000 kc a thin wire may have as much as
25 ohms reactance per foot.
Push-pull amplifiers should always have an electrostatic shield between the tank coil and the antenna coil. This will entirely prevent the transfer
of even harmonics and the radiation of such har-

FIG. 5-55.

Direct coupling of transmission
to harmonic radiation.

line is subject

monies will be solely determined by the accuracy
with which the two tubes are balanced (plus, of
course, the harmonic reducing effect of the tank
circuit). In existing transmitters where it may be
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FIG. 5-56.

Link coupling to transmission line is effective in the
suppression of harmonics.

difficult to install a shield, improvement can sometimes be effected by using link coupling from the
tank to antenna circuit. By grounding one side of
the link, it can be made to function as a shield itself.
The tank and antenna coils should be separated or
well shielded, or the isolating effect of the link will
be reduced.
The circuit of Figure 5-55 has been in wide use
but is particularly poor from a harmonic radiation
standpoint. The two transmission wires act much
like a two-wire antenna directly coupled to the
plates of two tubes in parallel. As there is no voltage difference between the wires (for even harmonics), the condensers across the line have no harmonic shunting effect. When modified to the circuit
'Of Figure 5-56, these difficulties vanish and the circuit becomes highly effective. However, it is in all
cases advisable to make a test of the field strength
at the second and third harmonics, and to adjust
the antenna coupling device carefully in order to
minimize these harmonics.

FIG. 5-57.

This circuit, which is frequently
will radiate strong harmonics.

employed,

Figure 5-57 is another circuit which is poor from
the standpoint of harmonic radiation. Here the
electrostatic capacitance between the antenna coils
and the tank inductance is sufficient to provide excellent coupling for the even harmonics. Placing
the antenna coil over the center of the tank inductance makes no improvement because the entire tank

inductance is at the same even harmonic voltage.
This circuit can be vastly improved by the addition
of a shield, or the use of link coupling with one side
of the link grounded. While this discussion has
been limited to even harmonics, the same effect
which passes the even harmonics will prevent the
proper reduction of the odd harmonics as well.
5-Si. Standards of Harmonic Reduction-Before the equations of previous sections can be applied to the design of output circuits, bow much
reduction of harmonics is necessary must be determined. The general law on this subject is found
in the 1932 Madrid Treaty * which requires all stations to reduce their harmonics as much as the
state of the art permits. As the state of the art
permits almost any conceivable degree of reduction,
strict application of this requirement would be unreasonable. As a practical matter, this is interpreted to require well-designed output circuits, in
keeping with the power employed and the class of
service. The I.R.E. standardization committee suggests that for broadcast service the harmonic field
strength be limited to 0.02 percent of the fundamental field strength. This value is consistent with
good engineering practice.
5-8j. Value of K Required to Reduce Harmonics to the Desired Degree-Although
the
values of K can be easily computed by using the
equations developed on the preceding pages, it is
more convenient to refer to the curves of Figure
5-58, which have been worked out from these equations. For single-ended ampl ifiers, the curves marked
"second harmonic" should be used because this har-,
monic will be the strongest. For push-pull amplifiers ~tSil1gan effective electrostatic shield between
tank coil and antenna the second harmonic will not
be transferred, and the "third harmonic" curves
should be used. Notice particularly that separate
curves are shown for inductive coupling and for

* Definite recommendations were made at the Atlantic
City Conferences in 1947 that the harmonic content for
transmissions in the frequency range from 10 to 30,000
kc be at least 40 db below the power of the fundamental
and in no case shall it be greater than 200 milliwatts.
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PRODUCTS

1

Relationship between K and harmonic current in
the antenna.

capacitive coupling. In circuits which use both
inductive and capacitive coupling, the capacitive
curve is used. '
5-8k. Suitable Circuits for Harmonic Reduction--Although
the derivation showed that the
K of a tank circuit could be made as high as desired
by simply increasing the tank capacitance, a practical limit is soon reached because of the heavy tank
currents that are produced with high K. This
makes very expensive construction necessary and
increases the tank losses. In fact, with K values of
200 to 300 the tank losses are so great that very
little power is left to deliver to the load. For this
reason, good engineering requires that tank circuits

should have a K of not -more than 20 (except for
oscillators where frequency stability is desired instead of large output). Inspection of the curves
on Figure 5-58 show that the recommended harmonic reduction to 0.02 percent of the fundamental
requires K values far in excess of 20. This necessitates cascaded tank or other tuned circuits. The
necessary values are then easily obtained without
exceeding 20 in any 011ecircuit because the resulting
K is equal to the product of the individual K's.
Thus a K of 120 can be obtained by a tank K of'
20 and an antenna K of 6. High-power transmitters require excessively large values of K if a
single-ended amplifier is used. It is therefore rec-

ANTENNA
TANK
TOTAL
EST.

2ND

HARMONIC

OVER

FIC. 5-59.

K=sK=zo
K=lzo.

1%

Antenna circuit untuned.

EST. ZND HARMONIC
3(OF t%

FIC. 5-60.

Antenna circuit tuned,
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ommended as a design rule that the final amplifier
of any high-power transmitter should be push-pull.
Several conventional circuits are shown on the
following pages to illustrate how various circuit
arrangements
reduce harmonics. The simplest
practical circuit is that of Figure 5-59. Here the
antenna is not tuned. The series condenser merely
adds reactance to the antenna so that proper loading
results when it is connected, as shown, directly to
the plate of the tube. With this arrangement the
antenna does not contribute any harmonic reduction.

I

/
'--

~

///

J

ANTENNA
TANK
TOTAL

EST.

2ND

K=6
K=zo
K= I ZO

KARMONIC

0.0&%

FIG. 5-61.

Capacitive

coupled circuit.

In fact, with certain lengths of antenna one or more
harmonics may be considerably increased. Neglecting the unpredictable effect of the antenna, the second harmonic current will be greater than one
percent of the fundamental even with the highest
practical K (20) in the tank circuit. This circuit
should be used only with extremely low-power
transmitters (10 watts or less).
The arrangement shown in Figure 5-60 is a considerable improvement. By tuning the antenna an
additional K of at least 6 can be obtained. The
antenna loading inductance is an essential portion
of the circuit (even if the antenna is large enough
to resonate without it) and must be shielded from
the tank circuit. Using a loading coil whose reactance is 6 times the antenna resistance and a tank

ANTENNA
TANK

circuit with a K of 20, the second harmonic should
be only 0.26 percent. Unlike Figure 5-59, this will
not be much disturbed by an unfavorable antenna
length if the shielding is satisfactory.
The coupling
coil should be placed at the grounded end of the
tank inductance to avoid the necessity of an electrostatic shield between these two coils.
Figure 5-61 shows a simple capacitively coupled
circuit. This is not suitable for high-frequency
use because of the difficulty in obtaining a low reactance ground connection. At low frequencies, the
circuit performs very well, and with the constants
shown the second harmonic should be reduced to
0.06 percent. This is satisfactory for transmitters
of moderate power, especially if the final amplifier
is operating in Class B and therefore contains only
small harmonic components in its plate current.
However, the advantages of this circuit cannot be
realized unless the tuning is carefully done. As this
tuning is rather intricate, this circuit cannot be
recommended for composite transmitters unless the
operators are thoroughly familiar with the process.
Figure 5-62 shows a simple push-pull circuit. It
is essential that an electrostatic shield be placed between the tank co-il and the antenna circuit, Without such a shield, the second harmonic will be quite
strong. With an effective shield the second harmonic will not appear, and the third harmonic
should be below 0.035 percent. This is not far in
excess of the LR.E. recommendation. This circuit has the advantage of being fairly easy to tune.
The coupling is adjusted by varying the number of
turns in the coupling coil. This is necessary because it is usually impractical to vary the separation when the coils are arranged for satisfactory
shielding. This is, of course, a mechanical problem
and any method of varying the mutual inductance
will be satisfactory provided it does not introduce
any direct capacitance between the two windings.
Figure 5-63 is an adaptation of capacitive coupling especially suitable for high-frequency transmitters. In this particular arrangement the antenna

is not tuned.
by two tank
shown, the
percent. \,.
harmonic
is usually
circuit has
must be

K=&
K=zo
K=120

EST.

3RD

HARMONIC

0.035 "

+6
FIG. 5-62.
Push-pull
circuit with
inductive coupling to tuned antenna circuit and electrostatic
shield between
coils to suppress harmonics.
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FIG. 5-63. Combined inductive and
capacitive coupling to antenna circuit.
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FIG. 5-64. Link coupling to transmission
Voltage- or end-fed antenna.

is not tuned, the harmonic reduction being effected
by two tank circuits in cascade. With the constants
shown, the second harmonic should be about 0.05
percent. With a K of 20 in each circuit, the second
harmonic could be reduced to 0.02 percent but this
is usually not necessary at moderate powers. This
circuit has three disadvantages: (1) the circuits
must be carefully resonated; (2) care must be taken
to prevent stray capacitance between the tank coil
and the antenna circuit; and (3) as the antenna is
not tuned, it may resonate at some harmonic and
increase it. Proper K in the second circuit (the
coupling circuit) is assured by making C2 four
times as large as C1, and having a 2 to 1 ratio between tank turns and coupling coil turns. As C2
is the final resonating adjustment, L2 must be adjusted by trial until resonance and proper loading
are obtained with the proper capacitance at C2.
T~e procedure is as follows: Disconnect the coupling coil at the points marked X on Figure 5-63.
N ow resonate the tank condenser, C 1, tuning for
minimum plate current. After this, do not make
any further adjustment to C1. Reconnect the coupling coil and set C3 at maximum capacity. Tune
C2 for resonance-c-miuirnurn
plate current. If the
minimum plate current is too low (loading too
light), decrease C3 and resonate with C2• If C2
resonates with too much capacitance, increase L2;
if C2 resonates with too little capacitance, decrease
L2. Adjust C3 and L2 until proper loading is secured with C2 resonating at approximately the desired capacitance. It is not necessary that C2 be
exactly four times C1, but it is necessary that it be
tuned for exact resonance as indicated by minimum
plate current. It is also necessary that adjustments
begin with C3 at maximum. Proper loading can
often be obtained with two values of Cs-one very
low and the other very high. The high-capacitance
setting is correct, and operating at the low-

HARMONIC
HARMONIC

K=18
K=2*

K=.o

TANK

K:
0

HARMONIC

HARMONIC

320
40*

line.

capacitance setting will result in strong harmonic
radiation.
Figure 5-64 shows a circuit popular for highfrequency transmitters.
If the transmission line is
¥4 wave length, or any odd quarter of a wave
length, it will effectively suppress the second harmonic. (The antenna must be voltage fed, that is,
its length must be an even number of quarter wave
lengths from the point where the feeders are attached to the ends of the antenna).
To prevent the
feeders from radiating, the stray capacitance between the tank and the feeder coil is reduced by
coupling through a link circuit. A shield could be
placed between the tank circuit and the pick-up coil,
but the link is more simple and, in this case, quite
effective. The link must be placed at the grounded
end of the tank inductance. This circuit has the
advantage of being simple to adjust.
Assuming 2000 ohms antenna resistance and a
line of 500 ohms characteristic impedancc.t? the
second harmonic reduction should be equivalent to
a K of 16. This, combined with a tank circuit K
of 20, will reduce the second harmonic to 0.1 percent. At the third harmonic, however, the feeders
are not nearly as effective in reducing harmonics
and the effective K may be as low as 2. This results in a third harmonic of 0.1 percent (just about
as strong as the second). Th is can be red uced
somewhat by the use of properly shielded loading
coils. These coils can be tuned by a series condenser at the fundamental, but they will assist in
keeping the feeder input impedance high at
harmonics.
Figure 5-65 shows a circuit which is frequently
misused. Depending too much on the push-pull feature, low K values in the tank are frequently ap10 Characteristic
impedance of a 2-wire line is 276 log
Did, where D is the spacing and d is the diameter of either
wire.
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FIG. 5-65.

Inductance coupling to transmission
Voltage-fed antenna circuit.

plied. Unless an effective shield is employed between the tank circuit and pick-up coil, a strong
second harmonic can be transferred.
In addition, if
the feeders are % wave length, they will have but
little effect in reducing the third harmonic. To
prevent excessive harmonic radiation with this circuit, the tank K should be generous-20-and
loading coils should be placed in the feeder lines. It is,
of course, essential that a Faraday shield be placed
between pick-up and tank coil. If link coupling is
used, one side of the link should be grounded because the entire tank coil is above ground potential
for the second harmonic, that is, there is no
grounded section where the link may be applied, as
is the case with a single-ended amplifier. The
center of the tank inductance is at ground potential
\ for the fundamental and odd harmonics but not at
ground potential for the even harmonics. With
proper precautions, the second harmonic should not
be radiated and the third harmonic should be 0.1
percent or less.
Figure 5--66 is to be recommended over Figure
5--65 if it is carefully adjusted. With a K of only
6 in each circuit, the third harmonic should be only
0.013 percent. This excellent reduction can be obtained on.ly if the shielding between. tan.k coil and
feeders is complete. Without effective shielding,
both second and third harmonics can be very strong.
It is difficult to appreciate the great difference between the capabilities of Figure 5--65and this circuit
which is so similar. The main advantage is the reduction of the third harmonic 9 times (harmonic
number squared) due to the use of capacitive coupling and the increased K obtained by addition of a
second tank circuit (the coupling circuit).
Much
of this advantage will be lost if the circuits are not
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An excellent circuit for suppression
of harmonics.

properly resonated, or if the shielding is not
thorough.
Figure 5--67 is an example of the excellent results that can be obtained by good design. This
circuit is used in transmitters manufactured by
RCA. The antenna circuit is tuned, thereby securing a K of about 6 (it varies with each installation, but can usually be made this high). The
intermediate circuit, to which the antenna is capacitively coupled, has additional K, 6 being the usual
amount. The push-pull tank circuit is also proportioned to have a K of 6. The over-all K is 6 X 6
X 6 or 216. Combined with capacitive coupling,
this provides a third harmonic reduction computed
as 0.002 percent. The second harmonic is difficult
to estimate as it depends upon the degree of balance
between the tubes and the effectiveness of the elec-
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trostatic shield. It may be safely assumed that with
careful construction and balance, the harmonic radiation will meet the strictest requirements. The remarkable performance shows clearly the importance
of proper circuit arrangement and shielding.

Example: The desired operation calls for a peak
output voltage of 1350 and a peak output current of
0.592 amp. Find the tank capacitance necessary to
give a tank K of 20. The operating frequency is
750 kc. The tube is not neutralized.
Solution: Solving the equation for the tank condenser reactance:

x,
K=6

K=6
K=6
K=216

K X 10

Note that Eo and 10 can be either peak or rms values
as long as both are the same. At the operating frequency this reactance requires a capacitance of:

FIG. 5-67.

=

Another excellent circuit for harmonic suppression and proper impedance matching.

5-81. Relation between K and Tank Capacitance-In
order to complete the design of output
circuits, it is necessary to determine the tank capacitance necessary to produce the desired value of
K. This depends upon the frequency, the output
voltage, and the output current.
The K of a tank circuit is found by dividing the
tank circuit circulating volt-amperes by the watts
delivered to the load:
K = VA = Edt = EoII = !.:_
W
Eolo
Bolo
10

It is thelcirculating tank current, 10 is the alternating curr~nt flowing tMough (not circulating in) the
tank and also through the power source, which ordi-.
. narily means the plate circuit of a tube. In a welldesigned tank circuit It is larger than 10. 10 is in
phase with the voltage, but It is not. There is but
one a-c voltage involved here since the tank is
across the tube and necessarily Et = Eo, provided
that the whole tank 1:S act11ally connected across the
tube. The tank current It depends upon the output
voltage and the reactance of the tank condenser Xc;
so that we can substitute:
K

=

Eo

XJo

or

Eo

X,

1,000,000

=

1,000,000
6.28 X 750,000 X 114
0.00186 microfarad
27rfXo

~

+6

1350
20(0.592)
= 114 ohm condenser reactance

Eo
=

c=
I
I
I
I
I
I
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= KIo

, This equation is useful only if it is possible to
measure the a-c plate voltage and current, not usually a convenient procedure. The numbered paragraphs below give practical rules for avoiding a-c
measurements. If a complete solution has already
been made and 10 and Eo are known, this equation
is a simple means of finding the tank capacitance.

The factor of 1,000,000 is introduced to convert
farads into microfarads.
Note: For push-pull amplifiers, use the output
current and output voltage per tube, and the result
will be the capacitance of each half of the condenser.
In designing amateur transmitters, or in checking
a transmitter already in operation it is desirable to
have some rule for deciding tank capacitance without the necessity of a complete solution of output
voltage, output current, etc. This can be done by
using these relations:
1. In Class C amplifiers the peak output voltage
is nearly equal to the plate voltage. Thus for a
rough rule we may use:
or

Eo peak
Eo rms

=
=

0.9Eb
0.636Eb

(for Class C amplifiers)

In Class B amplifiers the peak output voltage is
somewhat less than half the plate voltage. For a
rough rule we may say:
Eo·peak
Eo rms

= 0.4Eb,

(for Class B amplifiers)

= 0.28Eh

2. In both Class C or Class B amplifiers there is
a fairly definite relation between the output current
and the direct plate current. For a rough rule we
may use:
10 = 0.9Ib

These rough assumptions may be substituted in
the equation for tank condenser reactance, and we
have:
X, = Eo/Klo,

x,
or

= O~~

~b

X - 0.2SEh
0-

Kl ,

(for Class C)
(for Class B)

For rapid calculations, the frequency may be in-
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eluded so that the capacitance can be found in one
operation. In this form:

c=

279,000KI

(for Class C)

b

fEb
where C is in micro microfarads
Ib is in milliamperes
f is in kilocycles
Eb is in volts
These units have been chosen because they are
the ones most commonly used.
For Class B, the constant is simply changed:

c = 638,OOOKI

b

fEb
The use of these equations will be illustrated by a
typical example:
Example: The tank circuit C, L, of Figure 5-66
should have a K of 6. What capacitance per section will be necessary? The frequency is 7020 kc,
and the total plate current is 200 rna at 1250 volts,
in Class C.
Solution: For the capacitance per section it is
necessary to use the plate current per tube, or 100
rna. Substituting:

c = 279,000

X K X Ib

279,000 X 6 X 100
7020 X 1250
19 micromicrofarads per section
=

f X s,

=

The resultant of the two condenser sections in series
is one half of this.
Note that the K depends upon the plate current.
This explains why reduction of the coupling reduces harmonics-actually the K is being increased,
and the same result could be accomplished by increasing the tank capacitance the proper amount.
For a push-pull stage the proper procedure has been
indicated. For a grid-neutralized single-sided stage
the plate tank circuit is not tapped, hence the procedure given for single stages is correct. For a plateneutralized stage, C is 74 as great if the cathode tap
is central as it should be-but keep clearly in mind
that this C is the capacitance across the entire tank
coil, whether a single condenser or two in series.
5-9. Neutralization
of R-f Amplifiers-The
neutralization of r-f amplifiers has already been discussed in the preceding chapter; however, there is
given below several practical methods by which the
neutralization adjustment can be accomplished.
One point should be noted-neutralization
takes
care of feedback through the interelectrode capacitance of the tube but should not be expected to
combat assorted feedbacks external to the tube.
These should be eliminated initially by shielding,
filtering, and suitable placement of components.
Although some neglect can be compensated for by
misneutralizing, the result is an unstable stage as

soon as the frequency shifts slightly-perhaps even
to sidebands.
'
5-9a. Adjusting Neutralization by Grid Meter
Method-When
the stage to be neutralized is
provided with a grid current milliammeter, the
meter may be used to indicate neutralization by proceeding in the following manner:
1. Remove plate voltage from the stage to be
neutralized. This must be done on the power supply side of the r-f chokes and by-pass condensers
as they may affect the adj ustment. If possible, the
best way to accomplish this is to remove the rectifier
tubes from their sockets. This can be done, of
course, only if the same rectifier does not supply
any of the preceding stages.
2. Set the neutralizing condenser at maximum capacitance or with inductive feedback systems, place
the coils close together.
3. Apply plate voltage to the preceding stages.
Grid current should be indicated in the stage being
neutralized.
4. Rotate the plate tuning condenser of the stage
being neutralized. When resonance is reached, the
grid current will dip noticeably.
S. Reduce the neutralizing capacitance a little at
a time, noting the grid current dip each time a
change is made. As the correct setting is approached, the grid meter dip will become less pronounced. When perfect neutralization is obtained,
the grid current meter will not be affected when the
plate tuning condenser passes through the point of
resonance. In push-pull stages change both neutralizing condensers at the same time, always keeping their capacitance equal. With inductive neutralization, separate the coils a little farther each
trial until the location is found where the grid current will not dip.
/'
5-9b. Adjusting
Neutralization
with Neon
Bulb-When
the stage to be neutralized has no
grid current meter, a small neon bulb may be used
to indicate neutralization, This is not as precise a
method as that described above because (1) the
neon bulb requires a certain minimum voltage before it will light, and (2) the operator's hand may
disturb the circuit so that exact neutralization is
lost when the hand is withdrawn. This, of course,
cannot be detected and is frequently unsuspected.
At any rate, follow steps I, 2, and 3 of the grid
current method (above). Then:
4. Rotate the plate tuning condenser until the
neon bulb lights when held close to the tank inductance. If no light is obtained at any setting, touch
the glass of the neon bulb to the tank conductor.
This makes the bulb somewhat more sensitive but
should not be done unless necessary because of the
danger of damaging the bulb.
When the 'bulb is
lighted, decrease the neutralizing capacitance until
the bulb becomes very dim. A slight readjustment
of the plate tuning condenser will restore a portion
of the brilliancy. Continue reducing the neutraliz-
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